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Two Cow Garage have undergone quite a number of changes since their inception, when a 

then 19 year old Micah Schnabel started the band. When Two Cow Garage first started 

playing and then recording, the band didn't stray too far from their Alt-Country influences. 

They put out a number of well received Alt-Country albums and toured non-stop. Over the 

years and over 5 albums, the band has become less of an Americana act and more of a straight 

up Rock band. The energy they bring to their recordings and to their live show have found 

them fans all over the world. With the release of "Sweet Saint Me" in March of 2011 for 

Europe, the band firmly set themselves as one of independent rock's most exciting bands.  

When it came to recording "Sweet Saint Me", Two Cow Garage decided to take a completely 

different approach and work with Matt Smith over at HI-LO Studios. Micah Schnabel says of 

the recording process, "the last 3 records were done in a pretty high rent studio which makes 

things pretty stressful.  we decided to take a more relaxed approach with this one.  we went up 

to Eden, NY and recorded at HI-LO studio with our friend Matt Smith.  we just got in the 

room together , had some drinks, played the tunes, and tried to get the one with the best feel.  

we're super stoked with the results.  we were definitely much more hands on in the production 

aspect this time around, and we're all pretty proud of the results." Not only was the album 

recorded somewhere new, the album was mixed and mastered by Descendents/All member, 

Stephen Egerton at Armstrong Studios.  

"Sweet Saint Me" covers a lot of ground lyrically: a song about a young lady in Columbus 

(Lydia) to a song welcoming Shane Sweeney's new son into the world (Jackson, You're 

Alright) to a few songs influenced by Literature (Great Gatsby, Lucy and the Butcher Knife).  

The band have continued to tour and tour and tour. In support of the album, Two Cow Garage 

did a full U.S. tour with Dave Hause late last year. They are about to embark on a tour that 

will take them to SxSw which will see them touring with Cheap Girls and Laura Stevenson 

and the Cans. In April, the guys wil again be heading to Europe and are expecting to do 

another U.S. tour this summer. Anyone that has had the opportunity to see Two Cow Garage 

live know that there are few bands that bring the thunder like Two Cow does.  

Two Cow Garage continue to work hard, record incredible music, and do all the things they 

are supposed to do. It is only a matter of time before the rest of the world catches on.  
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